ANICHINI

Company History

ANICHINI was founded over 25 years ago and has emerged as the most unique textile and home furnishings business in the USA.

Specializing in artisanal fabrics and techniques, ANICHINI has designed and produced a global collection of exclusive textiles and products unparalleled in design and construction.
ANICHINI

Hospitality Division

ANICHINI Hospitality has established itself as the foremost textile resource for luxury hotels, spas and resorts. By expanding its sourcing capabilities to produce for larger projects, ANICHINI has maintained the same exacting standards found within the residential collection. From boutique projects to multiple property hospitality giants, ANICHINI offers a full spectrum of coordinated, integrated textile products that allow properties and/or designers an efficient and simple way to source all of their textiles from one supplier.

ANICHINI has built a stellar reputation within the hospitality industry based on the highest quality, finest designs and the most unique offerings in each category, delivered on time by personnel dedicated to the most prompt and efficient service, customized to the needs of each individual client. References are available.

ANICHINI
Products and Services: SHEETING

Simple European percales and sateens for the main rooms.
Sumptuous, elaborate jacquards for suites. ANICHINI has it all.

ANICHINI

Products and Services: TOP OF THE BED

ANICHINI excels in this category.
We offer the most innovative and fresh concepts in the marketplace. From duvets and blankets to matelassé’s and runners, ANICHINI will create the perfect look and feel for your property. We specialize in washable products.

Three Line Collection
ANICHINI’s signature line of merino wool throws was first developed 25 years ago. Still in production today the designs have become a hallmark of sophistication and style. We have now broadened the collection to include many products available in wool, cotton and other materials. Custom colors and sizing are welcomed. Most are washable.
Every property needs decorative pillows! With our own workrooms, we can produce fast sampling of pillows from any of our stock fabrics, including contract fabrics. We also produce bed skirts, box spring covers, and any other textile accessory that may be needed within the property. Whether you need one or one thousand, ANICHINI will produce a superior product in design and quality.
Our contract fabric program offers textiles which are not only designed with ANICHINI’s exceptional style and unstinting dedication to quality, but which are also designed for the rigors and requirements of commercial use. All of our contract products are customizable, by color, style, and size, giving you the flexibility to support your brand and fulfill your design needs.
If you are looking for something new and unusual in bath products, ANICHINI prides itself on lovely and durable bath products, constructed of both cotton and linen. Again, customization is welcomed!
Our down program is produced in the USA where the pillows and duvets are hand filled. Much of the down today is compressed and shipped. This process compromises the down affecting the loft, both short and long term. All of our down is hypoallergenic. Synthetic down is also available.
ANICHINI

Products and Services: TABLE

Reknowned for table design and specializing in custom projects, ANICHINI can assist you with your special dining area needs. We do table for small properties, luxury properties, and create custom programs for room service.
Caesar’s Palace
Octavius Tower Room
ANICHINI

Recent Projects and Clients

Bacara
The Benjamin
Caesar’s Worldwide
Canyon Ranch
Casa Casuarina
Cosmopolitan
Four Seasons
Gramercy Park Hotel
The Hotel Veritas
MGM Mansion
MGM Skyloft
Regent Bal Harbour
Regent Seven Seas
Solis Hotels
Trump International
Venetian
Waldorf Astoria Towers